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Potential pitfalls in observational study designs
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Clinical research often uses observational data
to compare two or more conditions to assess the via-
bility of future experimental studies. A thorough litera-
ture review coupled with an understanding of the hier-
archy of observational studies provides the first step 
needed to test a hypothesis (Figure). All observational 
studies related to a hypothesis should be completed 
before putting patients at risk in the planned exper-
imental study.  This review discusses the strengths 
and limitations of the various observational study de-
signs and some common pitfalls to avoid.

 A case study is a presentation of a single case 
that generates interest in the topic of study. The clin-
ical values or an individual’s characteristics are the 
only data to present.  This is somewhat akin to a con-
versation one might have with a colleague, “I had the 
most interesting case the other day; have you ever 
seen anything like it?” The goal of publishing this in-
formation is to stimulate others to conduct studies 
with multiple similar cases.

 A case series is a collection of case studies 
that probes for expected trends in future studies of 
this type of condition.  As no control group is used 
in this study design, we usually compare descriptive 
statistics against standard values from healthy indi-
viduals taken from the medical literature. Resist the 
temptation to use a historical control, as the study 
group will differ with respect to time and likely loca-
tion as well.  Other problems can occur in reporting 
descriptive statistics for small sample sizes; if there 
are fewer than 30 continuous measurements, any 
means, standard deviations (SD) or 95% confidence 
intervals could be influenced by extreme values.  To 

illustrate this, consider census data; the top 1% of 
earners skews the average income due to their in-
flated earnings.  In such cases, a more robust statistic 
like the median and range (maximum - minimum) or 
a five number summary (minimum, Q1, median, Q3, 
maximum) along with boxplots can better summarize 
trends in these small, skewed data sets.

Sampling study with control data at a sin-
gle point in time is commonly known as a cross-sec-
tional design.  Cross-sectional studies come in 
two varieties: descriptive and inferential. The 
descriptive cross-sectional study aims to estimate 
the prevalence of the condition in the two 
populations of interest or use the correlation 
coefficient to quantify the linear association between 
the suspected risk measure(s) and  marker(s) of the 
disease. For example, one may compute the 
prevalence of childhood asthma in inner-city vs. 
suburban homes or compute the correlation 
between rescue inhaler uses in children vs. nearby 
carbon monoxide concentrations Remember that the 
relationship between the proposed risk factor and 
the disease level may not be linear, so this as-
sumption should be confirmed with a scatter plot of 
the data.

In the inferential cross-sectional study, we 
test the hypothesis of differing prevalence of disease 
within the two groups or hope to show a statistically 
significant (p<0.05) non-zero correlation between the 
risk factor and study outcome. Estimates obtained 
from the prior descriptive study will help power the 
study appropriately to ensure that the sample size 
gives a reasonable chance (typically 80%) at observ-
ing a statistically significant difference.  Note that the 
cross-sectional design is relatively inefficient in com-
paring rare factors or outcomes, as a very large sam-
ple is needed before one expects to collect enough 
patients with the uncommon medical condition.  Since 
most one time survey studies fall in this category, us-
ing a validated survey from the literature can help one 
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avoid a major pitfall, as a journal reviewer can reject 
a manuscript on the grounds that a “home-made” sur-
vey may not appropriately measure the condition(s) 
of interest. 

     The case-control study design compares 
cases with the disease from one population against 
controls from another population with respect to the 
risk factor(s) of interest.  This design is much more 
useful for studying rare conditions, but is inefficient for 
studying rare exposures.  By sampling the cases from 
one population and controls from another, there is al-
ways the potential for selection bias.  This bias may 

cause secondary variables to confound the study re-
sults due to other incidental differences between our 
two groups.  For example, patients with cancer may 
be found to be more likely to drink coffee until one 
adjusts for the association between coffee consump-
tion and smoking. As such, it is crucial to compare 
baseline factors between the two groups and conduct 
the appropriate multivariate analysis to adjust for any 
observed clinical and/or statistically significant differ-
ences.  Alternatively, a matched design may be used 
to make potentially confounding factors more compa-
rable between the two groups and produce a more 
accurate odds ratio. 
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       Use caution with odds ratios as they are often 
misinterpreted.  For example, a case-control study of 
heart disease with a 1.5 odds ratio for smoking sta-
tus implies that heart disease cases were 50% more 
likely to be smokers.  To show that smokers were 
more likely to have heart disease, one must employ 
the subsequent cohort design.  Also note that lack of 
specificity in “heart disease” and “smoker” status can 
invalidate either such study.  Ideally, there should be 
clinically meaningful, pre-specified qualifiers for what 
constitutes “smoker” status, along with similar inclu-
sion/exclusion criteria to adequately define “heart dis-
ease.”

 A cohort study tracks at risk and control indi-
viduals forward in time to compare the progression of 
the disease under study. Typically this study is con-
ducted prospectively, though cohorts can be identi-
fied using retrospective data.  While the latter method 
may save time, it does introduce additional bias and 
the investigator has less control over the nature of 
the study outcome measures.  For example, people 
may not remember how many times they ate fast food 
last month, but they can certainly keep track for the 
next month!  However, there is the danger of dropouts 
in prospective designs, so one should compare fol-
low-up rates between the two groups at regular inter-
vals during the study to detect this troublesome bias.

Just as case-control studies are inefficient 
for tracking rare exposures, cohort studies do a poor 
job evaluating rare outcomes.  However, the major 
strength of tracking groups forward in time is to es-
tablish that the disease or condition occurs after the 
risk factor of interest.  Showing that the risk precedes 
the disease is a necessary but not sufficient condi-
tion to show causation.  In other words, while positive 
findings in a cohort study cannot establish causation, 
a sufficiently powered negative cohort study may con-
tradict causation!  For example, if stomach ulcers and 
dairy consumption are shown to be correlated in a 
case-control study, comparing ulcer rates in cohorts 
of milk and non-milk drinkers is likely to show that milk 
consumption does NOT increase the risk of ulcers.

Note that cohort studies also allow us to com-
pute the incidence (new cases/study-years), relative 
risk, and various other useful comparative measures 
(risk difference, attributable risk %, etc.).  As we usual-
ly think of time moving forward, the commonly report-
ed relative risk is interpreted in a more intuitive fash-
ion; a relative risk of 1.5 says that the at-risk group is 
50% more likely to develop the disease or condition 
of interest.  It is a common mistake to report an odds 
ratio (or adjusted odds ratio) under a cohort design in-
stead of the relative risk, but this mistake is relatively 
harmless as the odds ratio approximates the relative 
risk when the sample is large or the exposure is rare.

In conclusion, the first step in conducting any 
study is a thorough review of the literature to deter-
mine what is already known.  Determining which study 
design should come next in the project sequence;  
one can then design the appropriate study to reflect 
the desired analysis for publication.  Consider using a 
checklist from STROBE (www.strobe-statement.org) 
as a template to ensure that no details are overlooked 
in planning your observational study.  If you plan to 
test a hypothesis, seek out a statistician to help pow-
er your study design appropriately.  Finally, an ex-
perimental study should come after all observational 
study designs have been conducted with definitive, 
positive results.  Experimental studies have their own 
sets of pitfalls, which will be covered in a follow-up 
article.
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